SIMS Lesson Monitor
Effective monitoring of student
attendance in every class

Reduce truancy and specific absences
Spot patterns of absence
Keep parents informed with easy to use reports

Who benefits?

Teachers

Attendance
Officer

Department
Head

Improve student attendance
in every class
Being able to keep track of all your students throughout the school
day can be a challenging task. With SIMS Lesson Monitor, senior
leaders and teachers can quickly monitor students’ attendance in
every class.
Using SIMS Lesson Monitor in the classroom can help you to reduce
truancy and spot patterns of attendance, so that you can intervene
at the earliest opportunity. By keeping track of your students and
improving attendance throughout the day, you can focus on helping
them achieve the best grades they can.
SIMS Lesson Monitor also allows you to create attendance letters to
send parents so they’re always kept in the loop, helping you to boost
parental engagement.

Getting the most out of Lesson Monitor
SIMS Lesson Monitor provides schools with a number of key features to monitor students’ attendance.
Record lesson and attendance marks

Full range of reports

Teachers can quickly record lesson marks in class, and
attendance marks during registration. Comments and
minutes late can be also be recorded either before, during or
after the lesson.

SIMS Lesson Monitor has over 50 built-in reports, on both
individual and group attendance. You can report using
many different criteria, including by date, user defined
groups, classes and by pupil premium.

Compatible with the SIMS Teacher App
SIMS Lesson Monitor is compatible with other SIMS
products to aid parental communications and portability.
The SIMS Teacher app helps teachers register students on
the go, so absences can be identified and followed up as
early as possible. SIMS InTouch allows you to communicate
absences with other teachers or parents.

Report to parents
It is important for schools to keep parents informed; with
SIMS Lesson Monitor you can create mail merges to send
letters home about students’ attendance.

Alerts for missing registers

Key information about your class at a glance

These alerts allow attendance officers to quickly follow
up missing registers with teachers before the end of the
lesson, ensuring more accurate and complete records are
taken.

Extra columns on the Take Register screen give you
important information about your students including SEN
status, their conduct today, and if they have any medical
conditions, as well as the ability to view the pupil premium
indicator.

Record achievement and behaviour
Teachers can easily record achievement and behaviour
directly from the registration screen, rather than having to
open different areas of SIMS. This saves teachers valuable
time in the classroom and encourages them to record this
information.

Flexibility in what you record
Record teacher training days, planned school closure days, ad
hoc or emergency closures, and bulk enter the correct codes
by group or whole school.

Screenshots
See a detailed view of lesson marks for any student
Hovering over the cell allows you to view how
many minutes late have been recorded

View student marks as they
are recorded

FIND OUT MORE
Call 0800 170 1728 to speak to
the Capita SIMS school team or
email us at
info@capita-sims.co.uk

See an overview of
how good the student’s
attendance is
The figures here add more
detail to the breakdown of
the attendance marks by
attendance category
View which codes have
been used and in how many
periods

Hovering over the cell allows you
to see comments recorded

Clicking on one of the codes highlights
where the codes were recorded

Registration made simple with the SIMS Teacher app
Use SIMS Lesson Monitor within the SIMS Teacher app to quickly record present,
absent and late marks or school defined codes with a few simple taps. If you need
to mark a pupil late, the app automatically indicates the current number of minutes
past the class start time.
To learn more about the SIMS Teacher app visit: www.capita-sims.co.uk/sims-teacher-app

RELATED PRODUCTS
The SIMS Teacher app makes it
effortless for teachers to record
attendance data for every pupil.
It already knows which class
you’re in and displays your
pupils. Quickly record present,
absent, late marks or school
defined codes with a few simple
taps so that you can get back to
your class.
www.capita-sims.co.uk/
sims-teacher-app
SIMS InTouch provides a
single system for all your
communication needs, enabling
you to engage more effectively
with parents and students,
keeping them fully informed of
everything related to school life.
www.capita-sims.co.uk/
InTouchInfo

Your questions answered
Who can use SIMS Lesson Monitor?
Any school with SIMS that divides their day up into separate
lessons and wants to keep track of lesson attendance.
Is SIMS Lesson Monitor compatible with timetabling
modules?
Yes, SIMS Lesson Monitor is compatible with NOVA, our
timetabling package.
Can I define my own lesson codes?
Yes, they’ll even write back to the statutory codes, so you can
choose the codes relevant to your school, without having to
worry about them at census time.
Can I still record my statutory AM/PM attendance?
Yes, SIMS Lesson Monitor still allows you to record statutory
session marks and it is possible to report on session or lesson
attendance, or both together.
What reporting and analysis is available?
SIMS Lesson Monitor is compatible with the SIMS reporting
dictionary. SIMS Lesson Monitor allows you to define your own
letters and certificates to send home to parents. Use SIMS
Discover to create attendance graphs with information from
Lesson Monitor, which can then be used to compare sets of data
and track vulnerable groups.

Who benefits and how?
TEACHERS
Recording lesson marks straight into SIMS gives a better overview
of your classes’ attendance. Record behaviour and achievement
and see key details about the class straight from the register to
save time and keep track of your classes.

ATTENDANCE OFFICER
SIMS Lesson Monitor allows you to report on patterns of
attendance in your school. You can escalate issues quickly, so that
you can intervene earlier, and also view the last 10 instances of a
lesson, to identify patterns in any student absences and take action.

DEPARTMENT HEAD
View attendance for your subject compared to the rest of the
school, and which classes are best or worst attended across your
subject.

How does SIMS Lesson Monitor link with other SIMS
products?
SIMS Lesson Monitor is fully compatible with a number of SIMS
products including the SIMS Teacher app, SIMS InTouch and
SIMS Learning Gateway. For example, the SIMS Teacher app has
been designed to make the registration process even simpler
for teachers to use, while InTouch allows you to communicate
absences with other teachers and parents.

Want to know more about SIMS Lesson Monitor?
Telephone: 0800 170 1728
Email: info@capita-sims.co.uk
Web: www.capita-sims.co.uk
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